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Anima Data 

Typology:  table light 

Product code:  T-SM-AN- (plus colour code) 

Colour options:  gold   GD 

Made in:  Italy 

Designed by:  BrogliatoTraverso  

Murano glass by: ARS Murano  

Electrics: 

Lamp:   2 x E14 (not supplied) 

Voltage:   230V  

Frequency:  50Hz 

Supply   AC 

Maximum wattage: 2 x 40W 

IP rating:  IP20 

Class:   II  

Certification:  CE 

Switch:   on/off, mounted on cable 

 

Materials 

Base:   Murano glass 

Structure:  metal with a chrome finish 

Cable:   clear plastic 

Shade:  

  outer material:  silk, in customer’s choice of Pongees 745 duppion (c. 160 colours) 

  inner material:  satin, in a complementary shade 

 

Dimensions: 

Luminaire:   

   height, with shade: 41cm 

   diameter of base: 22cm 

   diameter of shade: 28cm 

Cable:   177cm 

Weight:                         15.85kg (including shade and cable)   

Box:                               33X37X81cm    19.00kg 
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SOMMERSO 

Anima is from our Sommerso collection. We wanted to launch our collections with the most beautiful of all techniques 

– sommerso – in the most beautiful of all materials – Murano glass. Sommerso is so called because it is the Italian for 

“submerged”: one or more colours are submerged within others and (usually) an outer clear layer.  

Our Sommerso Collection bases look simple, but they require exceptional mastery of the material. They are freeblown 

(not made in a mould) so the shape of the inner glass (which changes as the glass around it is worked) and the outer 

shape are controlled by hand and by eye, not helped by the fact that the glass is solid and so very heavy!  

ARS MURANO 

We therefore knew we needed very special glass masters to make our bases, so we are thrilled and honoured to be 

working with Mariano Moro and Renzo Vianello at ARS Murano.  Both worked with Livio Seguso, a legend on Murano 

not only for the exceptional standards he demanded, but also for his abandoning of traditional Murano tropes and 

memes to seek pure abstract forms in and of clear glass. 

BROGLIATOTRAVERSO 

The Sommerso Collection designs had to be as exceptional as the craftsmanship. Though a basic understanding of glass 

was essential, there had also to be a wider feeling for form – in other materials and in other cultures. These are strengths 

that the prize-winning young designers, Alberto Brogliato and  Federico Traverso, bring, in addition to precision and a 

quiet elegance.   

THE SOMMERSO COLLECTION 

Anima is joined in the Sommerso Collection by New Born  

 

and Wild Card. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

If the cable is damaged, it should be replaced by Cameron Peters Fine Lighting or by their service agent or by a similarly 

qualified person. 


